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abbreviations
General Terms

approx  Approximately
DPN   Double pointed needles[s] 
MC   Main color
CC   Contrasting color
g   Grams
m   Meter[s]
mm   Millimeters
RS   Right side[s]
WS   Wrong side[s]

Knitting Instructions

BO   Bind off [cast off]
CO   Cast on
g st   Garter stitch, knit every row
K   Knit
K tbl  Knit through back of loop
K2tog  Knit two together
K3tog  Knit three together
Kfb   Knit into front and back of stitch
Kyok  Knit without dropping the original stitch, bring the yarn forward and knit the 
 same stitch again – creating three stitches from one
MB   Make bobble
M1 Make 1 stitch: Insert left needle, from front to back, under strand of yarn 
 which runs between last stitch on left needle and first stitch on right needle; 
 knit this stitch through back loop.
 1 stitch increased.
M1L Make 1 Left. Insert left needle, from front to back, under strand of yarn which 
 runs between next stitch on left needle and last stitch on right needle; knit this 
 stitch through back loop. 1 stitch increased

M1R Make 1 Right. Insert left needle, from back to front, under strand of yarn 
 which runs between next stitch on left needle and last stitch on right needle; 
 knit this stitch through front loop. 1 stitch increased.

P   Purl
P2tog  Purl two together
Pfb   Purl into front and back of stitch
Pks   Purl one stitch, keeping your yarn to the front, slip the next stitch knitwise, 
 pass both stitches back to the left hand needle and slip the slipped stitch 
 over the purl stitch, slip remaining stitch to the right hand needle
PM   Place marker
psso   Pass slipped stitch[es] over
P2sso  Pass two slipped stitches over
RM   Remove marker
s2kp  Slip 2 stitches together, knit 1, pass 2 slip stitches over knit 1
sK2p  Slip 1 stitch, knit two together, pass slipped stitch over
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SM   Slip maker
SSK   Slip 2 stitches as if to knit, then knit those 2 stitches together
SSP   Slip 2 stitches as if to purl, then purl those 2 stitches together
sl st   Slip stitch
st[s]  Stitch[es]
St st   Stockinette stitch
tbl   Through back of loop[s]
wyb   With yarn in back
wyf   With yarn in front
YO   yarn over

Cables

BC  Back Cross.  Sl next st to cable needle and hold in BACK, K2, then P1  
 from the cable needle
FC  Front cross.  Sl 2 sts to cable needle and hold in FRONT, K1, then K2  
 from the cable needle
FPC  Front purl cross.  Sl 2 sts to cable needle and hold in FRONT, P1, then K2 
 from the cable needle
C4B  Cable 4 back.  Place the next 2 sts onto a cable needle, hold at back of 
 work, K2, then K2 from the cable needle.

C4F  Cable 4 front.  Place the next 2 sts onto a cable needle, hold at front of 
 work, K2 then K2 from the cable needle.

C4B(PK)  Cable 4 back. (purl & knit)  Place the next 2 sts onto a cable needle, hold at 
 back of work, K2 from left needle, P1, K1 from the cable needle.

C4F(KP)  Cable 4 front. (knit & purl)  Place the next 2 sts onto a cable needle,  
 hold at front of work, K1, P1 from left needle, K2 from the cable needle.

C5F  Cable 5 front.  Place the next 2 sts onto a cable needle, hold in front of 
 work, K3 from the left needle, K2 from the cable needle.

C8  Cable 8.  Sl 3 sts to cable needle and hold in BACK, K1, then P1, K1, P1 
 from the cable needle; sl next st to cable needle and hold in FRONT, K1,  
 P1, K1, then K1 from the cable needle
CDI  Central double increase.  (K1 tbl, K1) in one stitch, then insert left-hand 
 needle behind the vertical strand that runs downward from between the 2 sts 
 just made, and K1 tbl into this strand to make the 3rd st of the group.

T3B  Twist 3 back.  Place the next st onto a cable needle, hold at back of  
 work, K2, then P1 from the cable needle.

T3F   Twist 3 front.  Place the next 2 sts onto a cable needle hold at front of  
 work, P1, then K2 from the cable needle.

T4B  Twist 4 back.  Place next 2 sts onto a cable needle, hold at back of work, K2 
 from the left needle, P2 from the cable needle.

T4F  Twist 4 front.  Place next 2 sts onto a cable needle, hold in front of work, P2 
 from the left needle, K2 from the cable needle.

T5B  Twist 5 back.  Place the next 3 sts onto a cable needle, hold at the back of work, 
 K2 from the left needle, P3 from the cable needle.

T5F  Twist 5 front  Place the next 2 sts onto a cable needle, hold in front of  
 work, P3 from the left needle, K2 from the cable needle.

RT2  Right twist 2.   K2 tog leaving sts on LH needle, then K the first st  
 again, slipping sts off needle
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LT2  Left twist 2.  Skip next st, K following st TBL leaving st on LH needle,  
 then K skipped st through front loop, slipping sts off needle

Other Techniques

W&T 

  

Wrap & Turn [used when working short rows]
To wrap and turn on a RS row, knit to point specified in pattern, bring yarn to 
front of work between needles, slip next stitch to right-hand needle, bring yarn 
around this stitch to back of work, slip stitch back to left-hand needle, turn work 
to begin purling back in the other direction.
  
To wrap and turn on a WS row, purl to point specified in pattern, bring yarn to 
back of work between needles, slip next stitch to right-hand needle, bring yarn 
around this stitch to front of work, slip stitch back to left-hand needle, turn work 
to begin knitting back in the other direction.

Working Wraps Together with Wrapped Stitches:
When working rows which follow short rows, work the "wraps" at the turning 
points of the short rows, together with the stitches they wrap, as follows:

When working a RS row: Knit to wrapped stitch. Slip next stitch from left needle 
to right needle, use tip of left needle to pick up "wrap" and place it on right 
needle, insert left needle into both wrap and stitch, and knit them together.

When working a WS row: Purl to wrapped stitch. Slip next stitch from left needle 
to right needle, use tip of left needle to pick up "wrap" and place it on right 
needle, slip both wrap and stitch back to left needle, purl together through back 
loops.
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